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By definition, the groups G and H arc n-isoclinic (n 2 1) whenever G and H share the 
following properties: 
(a) There is an isomorphism LY from G/&(G) onto H/&,(H); 
(b) There is an isomorphism p from y,+,(G) onto y,+,(H); 
(c) [gI, , gn+,lP = [h,, , h,,,] for any h, E (g,&,(G))“, g, E G, i = 1,. , n + 1. 
It was known that 1-isoclinic groups G and H can be isomorphically embedded into a group X 
such that G&(X) = X = H&(X). 
In this paper it is investigated if such an embedding G&(X) =X = H&(X) is possible, if 
n 2 2 and G and H are n-isoclinic. Some obstructions are encountered. 
Introduction 
Throughout n will be a positive integer. The following notations and definitions 
are standard and essential for this paper. 
Let G be a group and let x,, x2, xX,. . . be elements of G. Put [x1, x2] = 
-1 -1 
Xl x2 x1x2 and for DEN put inductively [x,1=x,, [x~,...,x~,,x~+,]= 
]]x,, . . 9 xl], x,,~]. Let [A, B] be the group generated by all elements [a, b] 
where a E A, b E B, A and B subsets of G. For any integer i 11 define 
inductively c,,(G) = {l}, i(G) = l,(G) = center of G, Ji(G)/ll_,(G) = center of 
G/[,-,(G), y,(G) = G, n+i(G) = [y,(G), G]. If f: G-+ H is a map of groups, 
then gf or f(g) will stand for the f-image of g E G. Additional notation is 
standard, following [3]. 
Suppose that, for some given integer n 2 1, the groups G and H share the 
following properties: 
(a) There exists an isomorphism cy from G/&(G) onto H/J&(H); 
(b) There exists an isomorphism /3 from y,+,(G) onto y,,+,(H); 
(c) p is compatible with LY, i.e. [g,, . . . , gn+l]p = [h,, . . . , h,,,] for any 
h, E (g,lX(G))“, g, E G, i = 1,. . . , n + 1. 
Then G and H are said to be n-isoclinic; notation G -n H. The pair (cy, p) is an 
n-isoclinism between G and H. 
The reader is referred to [2] for recent results on n-isoclinisms of groups. 
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1. Statement of results 
Let G, and G, be groups. It was proved by Hekster [2, Theorem 4.21 that 
G,-1 G, if and only if there exists a group G with subgroups H, and H, such that 
G1zHI, G,zHH,andG,-,G-,G,. 
His proof is established by defining a good action of G, on G,. It amounts in 
constructing a group F with normal subgroup E such that H, [(F/E) = F/E = 
H*[(FIE), H, and Hz subgroups of FIE, G, z H, , G, g Hz. Hence FIE is a 
group G as required above, for G, -i F/E - 1 G, holds now; see [2, Lemma 
3.5(a)]. 
In a letter to Van der Waall it was pointed out by Tappe that the diagram on 
page 130 of [l] already included the embedding result as stated by Hekster, by 
walking along some rows and columns in that diagram. The coauthor of [l], Beyl, 
wrote also that the result was there, but maybe somewhat tedious to verify. 
It is one of the purposes of this paper to show what information is enclosed in 
the diagram on page 130 of [l], thereby confirming the claim of Beyl and Tappe. 
Besides that, we will also prove that the wanted group as obtained there (our 
notation: XIb(Ni)), is isomorphic to the group F/E as constructed by Hekster. 
This is a remarkable coincidence. The construction of G by Hekster is quite 
unlike that of Beyl and Tappe and we also notice that the orders of X and F may 
be distinct from each other in case G, and G, are both finite. 
It is not clear whether the embedding result holds if G, -,, G,, n 2 2. It will be 
proved, however, that the following is true: 
Theorem. If ((Y, p) is an n-isoclinism between G, and G,, then 
u := G,/]G,, cXG)l and V := GWG 5,(W n rn+,G>)p 
are n-isoclinic and there exists a group X with subgroups 0 and V such that 
Z?&(X)=X=V&(X), ~~ZJ, VEV, Hence U-.X-.V. 
Corollary 1. Zf G, s G, with &,(G,) = I(G,), then there exists a group X with 
subgroups G, and G, with G,&,(X) = X= G,&,(X), G, s G,, G, z G,. Hence 
G, -,,X-, G,. 
Corollary 2. Zf G, -n G, with [G,, l,(G,)] fl y,+,(G,) = {l}, then there exists a 
group X with subgroups G, and G, with G,&(X) = X= G2&(X), G, z 
G,/[G,, f(GI)], G2 s G,. Hence G, -,X-, G,. 
Corollary 3. Zf G, - 1 G,, then the Hekster-Tappe-Beyl embedding result fohows. 
2. Comparison of results 
Here we set out our promises. Let G, -i G, and denote by (Y the isomorphism 
of G,/l(G,) onto G,/[(G,) for which /3 is the induced isomorphism of y,(G,) 
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onto y2(G2), established by [gl, g,la= [h,, h2], g,, gzE G,, and any hiE 
( gi[(G))*, i = 1,2. Denote by G = G, A G, that subgroup of G, X G, in which 
the elements (g,, g2) E G are related by gf’* = g?, where 6, : G, + G,/l(G;) is 
the canonical homomorphism with gp = gj l( Gi) (i = 1,2). 
It follows from the definition of l-isoclinism that y,(G) = {(c, c’) ) c E y2( G,)}. 
Let N, = {(n,, 1) 1 n1 E d’(G,)l and N2 = {( 1, n2) 1 n2 E {(G,)} . Then we have 
G/N, s G, and GIN, g G,. As N2 n y,(G) = {l}, we have an injective embed- 
ding of G into GIN, x G/y,(G) via diagonalisation, i.e. send an element g E G to 
the pair (gN,, gy,(G)). Let X= GIN, x G/yz(G). Write 1E G instead of 
(1,l) E G. Consider the subgroup ((tN,, f-y*(G))/ tE N,) of X. Call it L(N~). 
Observe that L(N~) a X. Indeed, let (UN,, by,(G)) E X. Then 
(UN,, by,(G))(rN,, w,(G))(aN,, b(G))-’ = Wp’N,> bt6(G)) 
= (u&N,, at&(G)) E b(N1) , 
as N1 U G. We will prove that X/L(N~) contains isomorphic copies of G, and G,. 
In order to do so, we define maps p1 and p2 as follows: 
where gN, = (g,, g2)N2 for any (g,, g2) E G for that given gl E Gl 2 
for any (g,, gz) E G for that given g, E G,. 
Note that the maps p1 and pz are well defined. It is straightforward to check, 
but somewhat tedious. The maps p, and p2 are homomorphisms. We determine 
Ker p1 and Ker p2. SO suppose ((gl, g2W2, ly,(GN E 4%). Then (g,, g2W2 = 
tN2 for some 1~ N, and also t-y,(G) = ly,(G). Hence tE y2(G) fl N1 = {l}, so 
t = 1. It follows that g, = 1. Therefore Ker p1 consists only of the unit element of 
G,. 
Next let ((g,, g,)N,, (gl, g,)%(G)) E b(N1). Then (g,, g2)N2 = sN, for some 
s E N1 and also sr2(G) = (gl, g2)Y2(G). This means that s = (sl, 1) with s1 E 
l(G,), so (slc, c’) = (g,, g2) for some specific c E r,(G,). Hence cp = g,. From 
(g,, g,)N, = sN2 it follows that (g,, g,)(s,, l)-’ E Nz. Hence g, = s1 and so 
slc = g, implies c = 1. As then cp = 1, this yields g, = 1. Therefore Ker p2 consists 
only of the unit element of G,. Since it is clear that ~,(G,)~(XIL(N~)) = 
XIdNl) = P,(G)~WIOJ), we see that XIL(N~) is the required group G 
whereas p,(G,) z G, and p2(G2) z G,. 
All the properties proved above have been extracted directly from the diagram 
on page 130 of [l]! 
Next we will show that the group F/E, as constructed by Hekster in [2, Proof of 
Theorem 4.21, is isomorphic to the group XIL(N~). We first compare the definition 
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of group multiplication inside F with that of the group multiplication inside 
X/L(&‘~). Namely, in Hekster’s paper F = {{g,, gz} ) gi E Gi, i = 1,2} obeys the 
rule 
where 8:’ = xi’g,x, where x2 E (h, [(G,))“. 
Define the map p, * pz : F+ XIL(N,) by means of 
PI* ~2:{g,,a,> -((g1a,> w2W2, (a,> a,h,(G))4N1) > 
where 
((gl, gz)&, 172(G))44) = pl(g,> E p,(G,) 
and where 
((a,, a&V,, (a,, a,h(G))4N~) = ~z(a,) E p2(G2) . 
This map pI * p2 is well defined and it is also a homomorphism. Namely, let 
{g,, a,}, {tl, b,} E F. Then, following an obvious notation, we see that 
(P* * Pz){g,, 4 .(p,* P2){tl> b,) 
= ((g 1~1, w,W2~ (a,, a2)~2(G))W1) 
.((t,b,, 02)&> (b,, ~,)Y,(G))~N,) 
= ((g,v:‘L g2Vf2b2)% (a,b,, ~,QY,(G))~N~) 
= Kg,v:‘b g,b&,W2> G+,> &%FY,(GMW 
= (PI *Pz){g,~,> 4G = (P, *P2)({tTl,%l* {t17 0) ; 
notice that (a:, u;)y,(G) is just equal to (a,, u,)y,(G). Next we determine the 
kernel of p1 * pz. Thus let {g,, u2} E Ker( p1 * p2). Then (g,u,, g,u,)N, = (n, l)N, 
for some 12 E LJG,) and also (a,, u,)y,(G) = (n, 1)7,(G). Hence g,u, = n, a, = nc 
for some c E -y2(G,) and u2 = I?. Hence g, = nu;’ = nc-‘n-’ = c-‘. Therefore 
Ker(p, * ~2) = (Ice’, cp> 1 c E y2(GI)), and this is precisely the normal subgroup 
E of F as in Hekster’s paper. It can easily be verified that p1 * p2 is a surjective 
homomorphism of F on XIL(N,). Therefore F/E z XIL(N,). When G, and G, are 
both finite, it was shown in [2, Proof of Theorem 4.21 that 
IF/El = ~GlMGl)llG21 = IGl~~GMW~ and PI = lGlIIG21 . 
In that case we have 
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IXW’,)l = 
(IG,Il~(G2)llli(Gz>l) x (IG,II~(G,)~~IY~(G)I) 
IWJ 
= IG,I x IG,/5(G,)Ili(G,)ll~,(G)I-1 
= IG,I x IG,/~(G,)III(G,)IIM(G)I-~ 
= IG,IIG&Y,(G)I-’ = IG,lIGIhGI-’ 
= IG,IIG,MG)I = IF/El 
as expected, and 1x1 = IG,IIC,II5(G,)IIy,(G,)I-’ is in general not equal to 
MM = PI. 
Note that 
(P, *d{{g,> l> 1 g, E G,) = p,(G,) 
and that 
3. The embedding for n 2 1 
We try to extend the embedding construction to n-isoclinisms. It turns out 
here that two principal difficulties have to be encountered with. First we have to 
find a suitable normal subgroup M of a particular group G and then we have 
to prove that the n-isoclinic groups can be embedded such that, loosely stated, 
G,&,(GIM) = GIM = G,J,,(GIM). 
So, use the notation given in the introduction. Let G, -n G,. Define G’= 
G, h G, C G, x G2 by (g,, g2) E G for which gyl” = gt2 holds, with 6;: G,+ 
G,IJ,(G,) the canonical homomorphism with gp’ = g,&(G,), g, E Gi. We have by 
definition of n-isoclinism 
x+,(G) = {Cc, c’)IcE rn+,(G,)l .
Let N, = {(n, 1) I n E &(G,)} and N2 = ((1, m) I m E &(G,)}. Then GIN, E G,, 
GIN, E G,. Since N, n y,+,(G) = (12, th ere is an obvious injection of G into 
GIN, X G/y,+,(G). Put again X= GIN, x G/y,+,(G). So, since G injects in X 
via g++(gN2, gy,,+,(G)), define 4N1)= ((tN,, t~,+~(G)lt~ N,) C-X. But ylow 
L(N~) is not necessarily a normal subgroup of X. However, let 
T := ((lN,, (a, 1) ~fi+i(G))kE[G,> &z,(W) > 
then Tb(N,) a X. 
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Consider the maps pr, p2 given by 
for any (g,, g2) E G for that given g, E G,, 
p2: G,+XITL(N,) , gz-((gl, gz)Nz, (gl, ghn+l(G))T4Nl) > 
for any ( g, , g2) E G for that given g, E G,. 
The maps p1 and p2 are well defined and they are homomorphisms. Further, it 
holds that 
P,(GI)L(XIT~N~) = XITb(N,) = ~z(Gdf;l(X~T@~)) > 
whence p,(G,) and p2(G2) are both n-isoclinic to X/TL(N,). 
In order to determine the kernels of p1 and p2, we proceed as follows. Let 
h, E Ker pl. Hence 
and so, for some TV j,(G,) and SE [G,, {,(G,)] we have 
(@,> W$, Len+,) = ((h l)N,, (~3 1)x+,(G)) 
. (lN,,(s, lb+,(G)) 
Since x+,(G) = {( c, c’) ] c E y,+,(G,)}, this implies that t = s-l E [G,, &(G,)]. 
Hence h, = tE [G,, &,(G,)]. C onversely, if h, E [G,, J,(G,)], then 
((4, MNz> lx+,(G)) = (@,>lW,, lxz+,(G)) 
= (@,,lW,, (h,>lh+,(G))(1N,, (h,, l)-‘Y,+,(G)) 
E b(N1)T = TL(N,). 
So Ker p1 = P% l&W 
Let h, E Ker p2. Then ((h,, h2)N2, (h,, h,)y,,+,(G)) E TL(N,) implies that for 
some IE ln(G,) and s E [G,, L(G,)l, 
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Conversely, let u2 E ([G,, &(G,)] fl -Y,+,(G))~. Then 
whence u2 l Ker p2. Hence indeed Ker p2 = ([G,, &(G,)] n Y,+,(G,))~. This 
proves the theorem and the three corollaries, as announced in Section 1. 
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